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MANAGERS REPORT 
 

Open Secret is now 10 years old and we are intending having a week of events at the beginning of 
October to celebrate the fact. 
 
It has been 10 years of constant change and shifts in energy.  We started with 1 worker, myself, and 10 
years later we have 16 staff (many part time) and work in 3 geographical areas (and counting…..) with a 
myriad of diverse projects and funding streams. 
 
As with most voluntary organisations it has not yet been plain sailing and we have felt as if we were 
capsizing on a few occasions but the energy and dynamism of the people involved in Open Secret has 
kept us afloat. 
 
I think we are justifiably proud of the collective experience and quality of our workers and volunteers.  
We emphasise the importance of training, experience and supervision to ensure we provide a high 
quality, credible service. 
 
Having expert knowledge of complex sexual abuse issues and abuse dynamics in general does not make 
us favourite dinner party companions and we have worked hard to “stay in the loop” and make Open 
Secret and sexual abuse issues visible, uncomfortable as that may be.  Open Secret holds a vast amount 
of information on a range of abuse issues and this is not always appreciated by statutory organisations.  
We have built up knowledge on child protection, mental health issues such as self harm, organised and 
ritual abuse but requests to produce information to meet quantified performance indicators sometimes 
seem more important than sharing information to improve the quality of people’s lives.  Consequently it 
can be isolating in Open Secret which mirrors the reality of abuse. 

 
We lost a valued worker this year—Pauline McGee, our Development Officer, who had 
been with Open Secret in various capacities for 9 years moved on to a post as a 
Lecturer in Art Therapy at Queen Margaret University.  We now have Debra Pickering 
as her replacement and I’m sure Debra agrees this has been a baptism of fire. 
 
The breadth of services in Open Secret inform our practice and make us more 

effective.  Our campaigning and awareness raising work ensures that our belief in community 
development is not just rhetoric.  Survivors have a vehicle within Open Secret o be heard and shape 
policy, legislation and society’s attitudes.  Friends of Open Secret obtained money this year for their own 
worker and this has added a new dimension.  
 
Our extensive training programme and provision of training to other organisations adds to the social 
economy and sustainability of Open Secret.   
 
Time and effort has gone in to developing our training room in Newmarket Street which other 
organisations can rent and it is also possible to utilise our Alloa training room. 
 
We continue to have a healthy pool of volunteers, trained and supervised and bringing a wealth of 
networking opportunities and their own experiences into Open Secret. 
 

This year we moved premises having totally outgrown Newmarket Street, which had served us well. 
Many thanks to William Kirkland, our Administrator Traci’s Dad, who decorated the premises for us. 
 
Callendar Road is another new venture as we share premises with Couples Counselling and hope this will 
generate new ideas and partnership working.  The move was tiring, to say the least, but it changes the 
dynamics and the new accommodation reflects the reality that Open Secret is now a collection of teams 
and projects.   
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At present the staff in Falkirk are: 
Catriona— Manager; Debra—Development Officer; Patricia—Development Worker (Adult Survivors); 
Evelyn—Development Worker (Parent Support); Prentice, Sue and Ilene—Youth Development Team, 
Sean—student Social Worker; Traci, Maryanne and Lindsey—our admin team and Lorraine—
Development Worker, Friends of Open Secret and our 16 invaluable volunteer support workers.  Read on 
to find out about Stirling and Alloa. 
 
Our funding streams also changed this year – another reality familiar to us being the short term nature 
of the funding.  New funding from Criminal Justice Youth Crime money and Comic Relief has enabled us 
to provide  a service to young people from age 12+.  As Youth Justice money is for one year only, this 
will soon change again to age 14+.  Work with young people is very resource intensive and is stretching 
us to develop new ways of working to establish this service.  We also obtained funding from the Violence 
Against Women Service Development Fund for Falkirk only.  The Scottish Executive are clearly supportive 
of abuse work and this is reflected in the changes in legislation and policy and the genuine attempts to 
be inclusive and involve the voluntary sector in consultation.  However, the lack of clarity regarding 
criteria for funding and decision making processes has caused us some frustrations. 
 
We also have small amounts of new money from the Scottish Executive – Choose Life  Suicide 
Prevention Fund for both Stirling and Alloa with a bid still outstanding.  This type of funding has linked 
us into the new Community Planning Processes.   
 
We have consolidated work in prisons this year, particularly HMP Cornton Vale and HMP Polmont.  This is 
challenging work and we are keen to work in partnership with SPS. 
 
We have also received money from the Robertson Trust for Clackmannanshire enabling us to develop 
our service there.  A small amount of Youth Crime money allowed us to work with young people in 
Clackmannanshire. 
 
So, many exciting new initiatives and partnership working and many bids outstanding – we do not like to 
stand still!  We have established many good working partnerships and attend a very wide spectrum of 
forums to underpin our work.  We hope in the next year to develop better links with the Health Board as 
we have made few in-roads there. 
 
Our direct service to survivors remains the core of our functions.  This year we worked individually with 
173 people, 143 of these are new service users.   
 
Referrals are slightly lower this year in Falkirk and Stirling, with Clackmannanshire maintaining the same 
position and working to capacity to meet demand.  Some Clackmannanshire service users prefer to come 
to Stirling and occasionally workers do not appear when making appointments to being people.  We have 
also developed rural outreach which is time consuming.  The drop in referrals in Falkirk is partly due to 
Community Fund money finishing and instead we have small pots of money for discrete initiatives but 
this is the context facing all voluntary organisations.  Our move also affected referrals.  We also work 
with people for longer periods reflecting the complexity of work as we develop our service.  Stirling is 
more complex.  Referrals in Cornton Vale prison were also lower due to organisational changes within 
the prison. 

 
Evaluations of our service to survivors are positive and reinforce for us that we are 
providing an effective service helping people to move on, reducing the demands 
made on other services and learning together to improve what we do – and 
hopefully not being complacent as there is still work to be done and issues which 
need to be addressed. 
 

It’s been a good year – moving forward, moving on and often fun 
and companionship along the way. 

Catriona Laird 
Project Manager 
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 
 

This year past 2003/2004 has been a year of change for the management committee. We have had a complete 
change of office bearers. A new chairperson, vice chair and treasurer have  had an interesting year trying to adjust 

to their new roles.   

 
We have all benefited from the improved facilities that  the recent move to new premises has brought to Open 

Secret. This has provided the organisation with improved facilities to offer to clients and service users. We also 
benefited from new training room facilities within the centre of Falkirk which allows us deliver an increased range 

of training to interested parties. Training has been a source of income generation for Open Secret and a popular 

way of sharing good practice with other organisations both voluntary  and  statutory.  
 

We have a new link manager with Falkirk Council, as the previous manager changed her post and has gone on 
secondment.  

 
We have been involved in recruitment and interviewing this year more than previous years due to the short term 

nature of some of our funding. This has proved challenging at times trying to develop new services in a very 

limited timescale but has been successful due to the skill and commitment of the workers in the project. 
 

We continue to have links with the Scottish Prison Service in various locations throughout central region providing 
vital support to youth and adult survivors who are detained. 

 

Staff continue to work across three main sites in Falkirk ,Stirling and Alloa ensuring opportunities for people in 
Central Region regardless of their location. 

 
Along with the project manager Catriona Laird we have had our Vice Chair Ellen Dickie on radio promoting the 

management committee and trying to recruit local volunteers to join us . 

 
Finally on a personal note this has been my first year as chairperson taking over from our previous chairperson  

who  was very experienced after holding the position for a few years. I have had lots of opportunities to join 
training events ,conferences and attempt to influence the future services for survivors of childhood sexual abuse. 

I look forward with anticipation to 2005. 
 

Wendy Pilkington 
Chairperson 
Open Secret Management Committee 

MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE 
 
We are grateful to the individuals who give of their time and energy to be on our 
Management Committee but find it very difficult to recruit either representatives 
from other organisations, particularly on the statutory sector of individuals, who of-
ten find the issues challenging. 
 
If you have an interested, please consider our Management Committee – we need 
people with many diverse interests – personnel, fund-raising, policy – not just 
abuse issues.  We’ll make you feel welcome because we need the support of the 
wider community and you will be contributing to a important issue for society. 
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YOUTH DEVELOPMENT WORK 
 

This year, a combination of Social Work Criminal Justice funding and Comic Relief funding enabled Open Secret to 

provide a more concentrated service to young people over the age of 12 in Falkirk and over age 14 in Stirling and 
Clackmannan. Three part-time workers have been in post, although this work is soon to reduce to one part-time 

post due to lack of on-going funding.  The work has been diverse as these quotes demonstrate: 
 

 A 17 year old stated that she knew she was  
 
This young woman decided to seek help having no doubt 

that her recent violent behaviour was the direct result of the 
abuse she had experienced when she was a young person. 

 

A 14 year old said:  
 
 
 

       Another 14 year old:  
 

 
 

Some young people have been caught in the difficult transition stage involving leaving home or care and have 
needed practical support to negotiate benefits, housing and educational systems. Others have been caught in a 

roller coaster of emotions resulting from pursuing criminal proceedings against their abusers. Some young people 

have readily engaged in Play or Art Therapy as preferred options for expression and we are gradually building 
resources for this purpose (however any doll’s house donations from your attic would be most welcome!)  A number 

of young people are struggling at a more general level to cope with aspects of life, such as getting up in the 
morning, avoiding substance abuse and living with anger which may spill out unexpectedly and inappropriately. A 

few young people might even fit into all the above categories along with a few more adding to the chaos, so the 

work of supporting often involves finding a balance between here and now coping strategies and the more 
demanding work of processing pain and loss. 

 
This year the focus has been on one to one support work and also befriending with the use of volunteers. One 

young person was also supported on a two-week work placement experience at Open Secret as a part of the 
Prince’s Trust programme. It is hoped next year to incorporate more Groupwork activities for young people and 

continue to forge closer links with other organisations increasing opportunities for partnership working.  

 

Prentice Smy 
Youth Development Worker 
 

YOUTH CRIME PREVENTION FUND PROJECT 
 

When Sue McDougall and I started in May, we were conscious of time limitations due to the existing funding 
ceasing September 30th.  Nevertheless we were looking forward to the new experience.  We made several contact 

visits to relevant agencies, both voluntary and statutory.  I must admit, everyone showed tremendous interest in 

the youth development project and before long we had numerous referrals.  Our aims were to promote the service 
to young people aged 12-21, but designing  new leaflets and posters was paramount.  They were ready and 

distributed within a few weeks.  We would like to thank our admin workers for their invaluable effort in helping us 
with this task.  Working with young people has been a real challenge for us, especially young people in a crisis.  

We’ve had to be flexible, not only regarding the venue where the client was most at ease, but also our approach.  

Most of them had been living in or were still in chaos.  I am sure I also speak for Sue when I say the last 4 months 
have been invigorating, sometimes a lot of fun watching these young people take control of their lives, establishing 

boundaries for themselves, watching them grow into people who recognise self worth.  This has been a tremendous 
experience for us.  We are both very sad to be finishing with this work on September 30th, but hopefully we can 

secure more funding in the near future so this innovative and rewarding work can continue. 

 
Ilene Easton, 
Youth Development Worker 
 

“…going to end up in jail as all the anger 

just keeps spilling out. I slashed this 

women’s face but I don’t want to be a 
violent person.”  

“It helps having a place to talk knowing 

its not going to go back to my parents 

about what I’ve said.”  

“I feel stronger and more 

confident because someone 

knows and it’s not building up 
inside me.”  
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 DONATIONS AND FUNDRAISING  
 

We would like to thank all those who supported Open Secret this year with either their assistance in 
reducing Open Secret’s costs with services in kind, or for their fund-raising events.  We would like to 
extend our thanks to: 
 
Colin Robertson; William Kirkland; Heather McCulloch and Brian Walker for their help in kind in 
decorating, dressmaking, refurbishing and general DIY assistance, both with the training room and our 
move to Callendar Road.  All these people are members of our Admin staff’s families so we are very 
grateful to them for all their assistance.  
 
Our own admin staff, Traci Kirkland and Maryanne Whitelaw for 
organising a 60’s night in Camelon Labour Club, which raised 
£120.  This money helped with the costs of our Health and Fun 
Day which we held later in the year.  The 60’s night was 
attended by Open Secret staff, their guests and Open Secret 
service users and a great time was had by all who attended.  
Many of those in attendance got into the 60’s groove and came 
in fancy dress.  Maryanne and Traci have assured us that they 
enjoyed organising this event, and may organise another night in the future.  So if you 
have any ideas for a theme for any future events —answers on a postcard to the 

Falkirk Office.   
 
Bill Pitt who organised a Burn’s Supper at the Station Hotel in Larbert.  These funds 
raised were match funded by the BP so in total Bill raised a whopping £1800 for Open 
Secret.  Thanks a lot Bill!  Haldis Scott, one of our volunteers, took part in the 
Glasgow Women’s 15K Run and donated £167 to Open Secret.  Well Done Haldis! 

 
A member of the Parent’s Group also organised a fund-raiser for us in which she raised £370 with a quite 
unique activity.  More details of this event  can be found further on in this report. 
 

NEWLY REFURBISHED TRAINING SUITE 
 
Thanks to Colin Robertson, our Administrator Traci’s husband, for all his work – we should probably call 
this “Colin’s Room”.  Colin worked very hard at transforming this room to its current state for us. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Co-Op also gave us £2500 of funding and vouchers enabling us to refurbish the room.  This very 
fresh, bright and spacious room is available to rent at a cost of £80-£100 per day.   There are hourly and 
half day hire tariffs available also.  It is fully equipped with training equipment and a coffee bar area and 
catering can also be organised.  Contact the admin team at our Falkirk office for details.  Thanks to Allied 
Carpets and Co-Op Dividend Fund for their assistance with this refurbishment. 
 
This facility enables us to run a training programme, open to all workers and to respond to requests for 
training.  Our training programme is also available from Open Secret.  Again, contact our admin team 
 
. 

Before After 
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INTERNATIONAL LINKS 
 

In addition to our usual student placements, we had an Italian Social Worker, Paola Villa based with us on a study 
exchange in Open Secret for 6 weeks.  She was a breath of fresh air and this provided an international perspective. 

 

We also continue to support a children’s abuse project and the Mamie Martin 
Trust in Malawi. 

 
We have also joined Amnesty International’s Stop Violence Against Women 

Campaign and are trying to highlight the issues in Sudan and Liberia and assist 

in raising money. 

 
 
 
 

 

TRAINING 
 

Staff have been very busy this year providing external training and presentations to organisations.  These have 
included: 

 

Stirling University Nursing Dept, Link Living Edinburgh, North Ayrshire Women’s Aid, Victim Support Aberdeen, 
Shettleston Health Centre, Stirling Women’s Aid, Simpson House Edinburgh, Grangemouth High School, Falkirk 

College Social Care Students, Stirling University Social Work Students, Forth Valley Health Board Sexual Health 
Promotion, West Dunbartonshire CPN’s.  Some of this external training was done in exchange for training for our 

staff team, for example, Simpson House provided drugs training for Open Secret in exchange for sexual abuse 

training. 
 

This year our Training Programme has proved very popular with most of our training courses being fully booked well 
in advance.  A new addition to the programme, our Self Harm and Suicide Training Day, proved so popular we had to 

run it twice, and it still sold out months before it was due to run.  Our next training programme will be produced in 
October/November 2004.  So should be distributed by December 2004/January 2005.  If you would like to be 
added to the mailing list for our training programme, please contact our admin team in the Falkirk 
Office on 01324 630100. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Beneficiaries of the Mamie Martin Trust 

“I have recently attended a workshop on Groupwork for 
Survivors of Childhood Sexual Abuse.  The group provided a 
stimulating and creative environment which enabled me to 

further enhance my skills in relation to working with 
survivors 

 
It was also very beneficial to explore these issues with 
workers from other agencies who attended the course.” 

 

Jackie Higgins  
Open Secret Volunteer Support Worker 
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GROUPWORK 
 

Groupwork is a vital part of Open Secret’s direct service provision. We live and 
work in relationship with others and healthy relationships are key to mental 
well being. 
 
Irving Yalom listed ten curative therapeutic factors in group psychotherapy 
but many can be easily transferred to any of the groups we run here. 
 

1. Instillation of hope (others getting better/possibility of self getting better)  

2. Universality (shared experience/not alone)  

3. Imparting of information (learning from others, sharing knowledge experience)  

4. Altruism (helping others/feeling valued)  

5. Corrective recapitulation of the primary family group (chance to re-correct or change old patterns 
of behaviour)  

6. Development of socialising techniques (learning new social skills actively within safe context)  

7. Imitative behaviour (learning from others)  

8. Interpersonal learning (learning from and sharing with others)  

9. Group cohesiveness (feeling of belonging/shared enterprise)  

1. Catharsis (opportunity for radical, positive change through interaction)  

 

In my short time with Open Secret, people are most vocal about Universality, their desire to know that 
although they might have been alone when they were abused their reaction and subsequent decisions 
they made about themselves and their abuser(s) were similar to others and also to know that their 
behaviours, thoughts and feelings are not “crazy” or irrational. 
 
Groupwork currently ongoing throughout Open Secret are: 

 
Long Term Psychotherapy Group – Falkirk, funded through Choose Life, 
Suicide Prevention monies 
 
Women’s Support Group – Falkirk 
 
Women’s Therapy Group – Stirling and Alloa (joint group) 
 
Parent’s Group (for non abusing parents of children who have been sexually 
abused, 2 groups in Falkirk and 1 in Stirling) 
 
Friends of Open Secret – held mainly in Falkirk but covers all three areas. 

 

 
Debra Pickering 
Development Officer 
 

Tolbooth, Stirling 

(Groupwork Venue) 
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PARENT SUPPORT 
 
How did you celebrate your birthday this year? 
 
Joanne from the Parent’s Group made sure she was the centre of attention on her big day. 
 
Dressed in pink pyjamas and dressing gown, she headed off from her work place near Lauriston into the 
centre of Falkirk on a scooter.   
 
Surprisingly, or not, she drew the attention of an Officer from Central Scotland Police who enquired 
about her intentions.  On hearing that she was fund-raising for Open Secret, he wished her well and sent 
her on her way.  (Didn’t offer a Police Escort!) 
 
Joanne arrived safely in Newmarket Street where she receive a pink reception and our good wishes. 
 
Joanne’s fund-raising efforts amounted to £xxx. 
 

Well Done Joanne! 
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FRIENDS OF OPEN SECRET 
 
Friends of Open Secret are a creative, talented and enthusiastic group of people who are committed to 
raising awareness of sexual abuse issues and to promoting the services of Open Secret..  This year we 

have secured funds to appoint a development worker and 
Lorraine McColl took up this post in May 2004.  We have also 
sponsored a body worker to work with service users in all 3 
offices of Open Secret, attended health promotion events and 
set up crafting and relaxation workshops.  Membership of the 
group continues to grow. 
 
The crafting skills workshops have been extremely useful 
with 2 group members pursuing creative courses at college.  
A third group member is about to embark on an HND in 
social care and feels supported by her work in the group in 
attending mental health conferences, participating in events 
and manning events.  The newest group member, who 
previously felt very isolated, is delighted she has had to buy a 
diary!! 

 
This is what Friends are about, using creativity to discover and work towards individual potential; 
reducing social isolation and learning that we all have talents and experience that can help ourselves and 
other. 
 

Lorraine McColl 
Friends Development Worker 
 

WORKING WITH MEN 
 
Since starting my placement at Open Secret in May 2004, I have been fortunate enough to work in 
partnership with a number of boys and men.  In this respect I have been privileged 
to work with some great men, from whom I have learned a great deal.  From this 
experience, I learned that few things impact on someone's life more than sexual 
abuse.  The need for male survivors to heal the emotional, physical and spiritual 
aspects of their lives can be a lifetime struggle.  One of Open Secret’s greatest 
strengths is that we recognise that males have often remained on the periphery with 
regards to childhood sexual abuse.  Given the numbers of male survivors that 
approach Open Secret for support, the organisation has taken active steps to counter this discrimination.  
As a result men’s recovery work continues to grow and is now actively encouraged in all of our 
operations. 
 
A new promotional campaign is also well under way to strengthen these efforts making the service more 
accessible and inclusive towards men and their specific needs.  What is more, we have been fortunate 
enough to receive some funding from Stirling Council through the Choose Life initiative and this will be 
used creatively to further the services we provide.  This is an extremely important issue given that most 
male survivors can be very ‘difficult to reach’, a situation further compounded by society’s reluctance to 
accept that males can also be sexually victimised.  Although I can take time, recovery is possible for men 
and I have been honoured to witness this truth through my work with survivors at Open Secret.  We 
welcome both self and agency referrals for he counselling service we provide to individual boys and men.  
At present we are also actively organising a men’s support group and this should hopefully be up and 
running shortly  All staff are also available for consultation and we have a well stocked resource library 
that can be made available for any interested parties. 
 

Sean Dunn 
Social Work Student 

Members of Friends with their new staff member at a 

recent planning event 
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STIRLING OFFICE 
 
Many things have been said about our premises in Stirling.  Comments range from “What a cosy little 
attic flat” to “My goodness, this looks like somewhere you would expect to find inhabited by Hobbits!”. 
 
We have been here now for 3 years and whilst it’s not ideal, what with sharing with the Dental Surgery 
and staired access, not to mention the low ceilings, it’s become home to us. 
 
We are funded by Stirling Council, Forth Valley Health Board and the Scottish Executive’s Domestic Abuse 
Service Development Fund for 1 post—shared by Hazel & Evelyn.  We have very limited admin support—
Morven—for 2 mornings a week.  We receive a small amount of funding from SPS for service delivery in  
Cornton Vale, which Jacquie is responsible for. 
 
Recently we obtained Choose Life—Suicide Prevention money from Stirling Council to run a women’s 
group and a men’s group.  Jimmy is responsible for men’s work—both groupwork and individual. 
 
The staff team and volunteers are very committed to providing a high quality service to survivors and 
their families and this past year in particular, we have given networking with other projects and agencies 
a high priority to enable us to offer services which meet individuals needs and encourage us to work both 
creatively and effectively. 
 
The timing of referrals has been of particular interest to us, in both our work within the local communities 
and within Cornton Vale Prison.   
 
It is important that potential service users, who initially may have no idea how helpful our service might 
be to them, feel able to test this out, in the knowledge that they can make real and informed choices 
about whether or not to engage with us beyond the point of contact or at some later date of their 
choosing.  Location of contact is another main consideration for us.  We are keen to be recognised as 
being very much a flexible service which enables us to meet people, when necessary, in their more 
familiar surroundings and with this in mind, we are currently looking at developing discreet ‘drop in’ 
sessions at sites in local communities and are hopeful that this will widen our access to those in real need 
of our services. 
 
We are grateful to the Women’s Group and individual service users for their thoughts, ideas and support 
in developing ways to “reach out” both within the community and within Cornton Vale. 
 
Stirling is indeed a vibrant city and there are many exciting initiatives and opportunities for partnership 
working. 
 
Where will we be located this time next year?…..Who knows? 
 
Whether we remain resident high up in the clouds, it’s for certain that our feet will be kept firmly on the 
ground in the knowledge that when we all pull together we can make a difference. 
 
The Stirling Team consists of: 
 
Hazel—Development Worker; Evelyn—Development Worker; Morven—Admin Assistant; Jacquie– 
Sessional Worker, Cornton Vale and Jimmy—Sessional Worker—Men’s Work.  The Stirling Office also has 
4 volunteers working solely for the Stirling area. 
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ALLOA OFFICE 
 
The Open Secret Service for Clackmannanshire is based at 19 Mar Street, Alloa.  The service is staffed on 
a part time basis (currently Wednesday—Friday) by Anna—Development Worker;  Angela—Admin 
Assistant and 6 volunteer support workers.  The service has also benefited recently from additional 
sessional work for adult survivors (to relieve the waiting list) and for new work with young people. 
 
In the last year, more resources were secured by Catriona to allow the service to be offered over a 3 day 
instead of a 2 day period.  Thanks to the Robertson Trust.  Development work involves one to one 
sessions and 1st appointments support and supervision of volunteers, groupwork, volunteer training and 
external training.  Open Secret also operates from Glenochil Prison offering a service to survivors and 
makes use of the Crossroads premises below to allow disabled clients to be seen ’on site’.  Currently Alloa 
is collecting interest from non-abusing parents of survivors to start a parents support group and is 
planning to develop a longer term group provision with funds from the Scottish Executive Choose Life 
Initiative. 
 
Alloa receives a steady flow of referrals and attempts to arrange 1st appointments within a 2 week period 
from first contact. Once referred to 1-1 or groupwork, we aim to offer a service within a 6 week waiting 
time.  The Alloa office also offers support and information to the community through phone enquiries and 
we endeavour to publicise our work with childhood sexual abuse through the different communities held 
within the county. 

 
The Alloa office is also used for training internally and by other organisations and is 
offered at competitive prices.  We look forward to our Open Day in October and the 
chance to welcome in new and familiar faces with the support of “Friends of Open 
Secret”. 
 
Thank you to everyone who plays a part in the work achieved to date. 

 
 

HEALTH & FUN DAY 
 

Prior to last year’s AGM, we held a Health & Fun Day at Carronvale House.  This event was a 
tremendous success and was enjoyed by everyone who attended.  All the workshops received a good 
response in the evaluations.  61 people attended this event. 
 
There was lots of pampering going on with the Body Shop, Reflexology and Indian Head Massage 
Workshops, chances to be creative with Creative Writing or Drumming.  The Singing 

Workshop unfortunately had to be cancelled but some 
members took the initiative and formed their own Singing 
Workshop.  The Drummers put on a wee performance at 
the end which was enjoyed by all although we are not sure 
the office staff at Carronvale House would agree!! 
 
A big thank you to all who attended, the workshop 
facilitators and the staff at Carronvale House. 
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ART THERAPY 
 

A pilot Women’s Art Therapy Group was held over a six-month period. While Open Secret does not have funding 
dedicated to Art Therapy, it is hoped that the written report describing this group may be useful for future 

applications. 

 
Art Therapy offered the group a different way of expressing feelings and there was significant evidence that the 

process of creating visual images helped in recovering memory. Art Therapy in this context is particularly useful 
where abuse has occurred early in life at a pre-verbal level. 

 

Members of the group were surprised at their own capacity to express themselves creatively and their images 
became powerful tools in the process of acknowledging and working with difficult and/or blocked feelings.   

“If I got to the other side of those hills I’d be safe, 
even if I got to the other side of the river I’d be 
safe.  For a quick escape though I could run and 

hide in the trees.  I want to be safe” 

“Free flowing, feeling good and 
able to do what I want, feeling 

stronger” 

“Not being used to being in touch with 
my feelings, I did not know I was an-
gry until I drew my fire.  I think I had 
become used to denying my feelings, 
not allowing myself to show my true 

feelings because they’d be wrong.  
Now I am aware I try and hide; now I 
can learn to show and recognise what 

I’m feeling” 
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WELCOME TO NEW VOLUNTEERS 
 
It’s that time again when we are welcoming a new group of volunteers fresh from Open Secret training, and 

saying a big “Thank You” for their enthusiasm and commitment from March to May 2004. We are looking forward 
to having them as part of the Open Secret team. 

 

Alison Hunter and Margaret Dodds have already begun working in Falkirk and Ann McDougall has begun work in 
Stirling. These pioneers will soon be followed by others as we get our services going in our new premises at 9 

Callander Road, Falkirk.  Our new premises has the advantage of bigger rooms and we now have a “home” for 
volunteers with a desk, telephone and mail “dookits” for them to use. Maryanne, our Administation Assistant and 

also a graduate of the class of 2004 herself will be giving new volunteers an Induction and Orientation session 

when they begin work with clients. Maryanne will be doing her volunteering in Stirling under Hazel’s wing. 

 

VOLUNTEER’S WEEK 
 
A big thank you to all the staff and volunteers who came along to our joint celebration with Couple Counselling. It 

was a lovely way to say thank you to the existing volunteers for their continuing work and dedication, some of 

them have been with us for 3 to 4 years. We also got to know our neighbours “down the hall” a bit more.  
 

The Salsa dancers were magnificent and certainly provided us with an ideal opportunity to get to 
know one another and have some well earned fun. Thanks also to Couple Counselling for making 

rooms available for this event as well as organising the Salsa dancers and other workshops. 
 

We look forward to a happy alliance. 

 

 

REFERRALS 
 
In 2003, Open Secret received 254 referrals.  The following charts indicate the statistical breakdown of these 

referrals: 

 

 BY GENDER
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BY AGE

0-15 16-20 21-30 31-40 41-50 51+ Not Indicated
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FINANCE REPORT 
 

Once again Open Secret have juggled with the finances to keep the levels of service as high as possible in every 
area.  Throughout the year different funding sources have ended and they always need replaced by another to 

carry on the work.  This puts a great demand on the Project Manager to be constantly chasing fund from every 

conceivable source.  All the projects within Open Secret work to a very tight budget schedule and therefore there 
are no resources for the unexpected 

 
All areas of expenditure have been kept well under control but with the crossover from one source of funding to 

another, some anomalies in personnel costs did arise.  We have not increased earned income through training, 

room hire, grants and donations as much as was expected and Falkirk and Stirling Council’s local authority grants 
remained at a standstill.  The last year has been difficult and Open Secret now has no reserves to call upon.  We 

need to secure additional funding to ensure delivery of service in Falkirk, Stirling and Clackmannanshire areas.  
The financial accounts for 2003-2004 are available from our Falkirk Office.  Contact the admin office on 01324 

630100 if you would like a copy. 
 

As Open Secret enters it’s 10th Year, emphasis must be put upon increasing and securing its core financial position 

for the forthcoming years. 

 
Angela Dreyer Larsen 
Treasurer 
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FUNDERS 
 

Open Secret would like to thank our funders for their support.   
For the financial year 2003/2004, Open Secret received funding from: 

 

 
 

FALKIRK COUNCIL 
 
 

FALKIRK COUNCIL YOUTH CRIME PREVENTION FUND 
 
 

SCOTTISH EXECUTIVE  
DOMESTIC ABUSE DEVELOPMENT FUND 

(Falkirk and Stirling Council) 
 
 

STIRLING COUNCIL 
 
 

HMP CORNTON VALE 
 
 

CLACKMANNANSHIRE COUNCIIL 
 
 

FORTH VALLEY HEALTH BOARD 
(Stirling and Clackmannanshire) 

 
 

COMMUNITY FUND 
 
 

ROBERTSON TRUST 
(Clackmannanshire) 

 
 

THE BODY SHOP 
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Falkirk Office 
 

9 Callendar Road 
Falkirk  FK1 1XS 

 
Tel:  01324  630100 
Fax:  01324  635650 

Email:  info@opensecret.org 

Stirling Office 
 

76 Port Street 
Stirling, FK8 2LP 

 
Tel:  01786  448504 
Fax:  01786  471204 

Email:  opensecretstirling@tiscali.co.uk 

Alloa Office 
 

19 Mar Street 
Alloa  FK10 1HR 

 
Tel:  01259  729981 
Fax:  01259  222973 

Email:  opensecretalloa@btinternet.com 


